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OFFICE FLOORING

Amsterdam’s bustling corporate sector needs sturdy �ooring that can

endure high foot tra�c while ensuring safety and providing comfort.

However, the existing �ooring solutions are not built to meet the needs of

modern corporate spaces. To combat this challenge, Smart Floorings has

come up with environmentally friendly and innovative ecotiles. Our ecotile

makes a perfect choice for o�ce �ooring in Amsterdam, Netherlands.

This blog will explore all about ecotiles and its bene�ts. But before that,

let’s look at some reasons why you should opt for smart ecotiles instead of

traditional o�ce �ooring solutions.

Top Reasons to Ditch Traditional
O�ce Flooring in Netherlands
There are multiple options available for o�ce �ooring in Amsterdam.

Traditional �ooring options like carpets, hardwood, and even concrete

tiles have served us well for a long time. But with advancements in

technology and a growing focus on sustainability, there are compelling

reasons to consider modern alternatives like ecotiles.

The following are some of the top reasons to ditch traditional o�ce

�ooring solutions and adopt modern solutions like ecotiles.

Healthier Workplaces

Traditional carpets can trap dust, allergens, and even mould spores, which

can worsen allergies and respiratory problems. Modern options like eco-

friendly tiles are often easier to clean and maintain, promoting better

indoor air quality.

Sustainability Concerns

Sourcing and manufacturing traditional materials like hardwood can have
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a signi�cant environmental impact. Modern �ooring solutions often utilise

recycled materials or come from renewable sources, making them a more

eco-conscious choice.

Hidden Costs

While traditional o�ce �ooring in Amsterdam may seem cheaper upfront,

consider the long run. Carpets require frequent cleaning, and hardwood is

prone to scratches and water damage, leading to replacement costs.

Modern �ooring options are often more durable and easier to maintain,

saving you money in the long run.

Limited Designs

Traditional options often come in a limited range of styles and colours.

Modern �ooring solutions o�er a wider variety of textures, patterns, and

colours, allowing for greater design �exibility and creating a more visually

appealing space.

Installation Hassle

Installing traditional o�ce �ooring in Netherlands, like hardwood or tile,

can be a messy and time-consuming process. Modern options like

interlocking ecotiles o�er a quicker and easier installation process with

minimal disruption to your daily routine.

Comfort Matters

Standing on hard concrete or tile �oors for long periods of time can be

uncomfortable. Modern options often o�er better underfoot comfort,

reducing fatigue for you and your employees.

Smart Floorings O�ers Smart
Ecotiles for O�ce Flooring in
Amsterdam
Smart Floorings o�ers ecotiles, which are a new generation of �ooring

tiles made from recycled and sustainable materials. They o�er many

advantages over traditional �ooring options. Ecotiles are made from

recycled materials like cork, bamboo, and even recycled plastic,

minimizing their environmental impact. Besides being eco-friendly,

ecotiles o�er several other bene�ts, like:

Ecotiles are built to withstand high tra�c and everyday wear and tear,

making them ideal for busy o�ce environments.

These require minimal maintenance, saving you time and money on

cleaning compared to carpets or traditional tiles.

Ecotiles come in a wide range of colours, textures, and patterns,

allowing you to create a unique and aesthetically pleasing o�ce

space.

Ecotiles o�er much more than this. Let’s explore in detail why you

should go for ecotiles for your o�ce �ooring in Amsterdam,

Netherlands.

Bene�ts of Ecotiles for O�ce Flooring in
Amsterdam

Enhanced Indoor Air Quality

Ecotiles are free from harmful VOCs (volatile organic compounds) often
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found in traditional �ooring materials. This leads to a healthier work

environment for your employees.

Improved Acoustics

Certain ecotile materials, like cork, have natural sound-dampening

properties. This reduces noise distractions and creates a calmer work

atmosphere, leading to improved concentration and work e�ciency.

Underfoot Comfort

If you want to provide maximum comfort for your employees, then

ecotiles will work best for you. Ecotiles are comfortable to stand and walk

on, reducing fatigue for your employees throughout the workday.

Increased Employee Satisfaction

A modern, sustainable o�ce environment can boost employee morale

and productivity. This leads to greater employee satisfaction.

Ready to Transform Your O�ce Flooring in
Amsterdam?

Let Smart Floorings’ ecotiles transform your o�ce �ooring in Netherlands.

Give your employees greater comfort underfoot and a healthier working

space by choosing our ecotiles. Contact Smart Floorings today for a free

consultation and discover the many bene�ts of ecotiles for your o�ce

�ooring in Amsterdam and beyond!
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